


 

Consolidated Document for CAT B1 Systems  

after 8th session of the Informal Working Group on ACSF 

(markings: yellow: tbd,    green: added by the secretary,   cyan: remarks) 

 

Cleaned Version  
(find the versions with amendments below) 

 

2.3.4.1. "Automatically commanded steering function (ACSF)" means a function within a 

complex electronic control system where actuation of the steering system can result 

from automatic evaluation of signals initiated on-board the vehicle, possibly in 

conjunction with passive infrastructure features, to generate control action in order to 

assist the driver. 

2.3.4.1.1. "ACSF Category A " means, a function that operates at a speed no greater than 10 km/h 

to assist the driver, on demand, in low speed or parking manoeuvring. 

2.3.4.1.2. "ACSF Category B1" means a function which assists the driver in keeping the vehicle 

within the chosen lane, by influencing the lateral movement of the vehicle. 

2.4.8.xx "Specified maximum speed Vsmax " means the maximum speed up to which an ACSF is 

designed to operate. 

2.4.8.yy "Specified minimum speed Vsmin" means the minimum speed down to which an ACSF 

is designed to operate. 

2.4.8.zz "Specified maximum lateral acceleration aysmax" means the maximum lateral 

acceleration up to which an ACSF is designed to operate. 

 (Remark: “under normal operating conditions” was removed in the three definitions 

above. Must be added again, when extending the regulation with the requirements of 

categories C, D, E) 

 

 

5.6.2. Special Provisions for ACSF Category B1  

Any system of ACSF Category B1 shall fulfill the following requirements within the 

boundary conditions. 

5.6.2.1. General 

5.6.2.2.1. The activated system shall at any time ensure that the vehicle does not cross a lane 

marking under any condition specified in 5.6.2.1.3. 

 

5.6.2.1.2. The vehicle shall be equipped with a means for the driver to activate and deactivate the 

system. The deactivation shall be possible at any time. 
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5.6.2.1.3. The system shall be designed so that excessive intervention of steering control is 

suppressed to ensure the steering operability by the driver and to avoid unexpected 

vehicle behavior, during its operation. To ensure this, the following requirements shall 

be fulfilled: 

 The steering control effort necessary to override the directional control provided 

by the system shall not exceed 50 N. 

 The specified maximum lateral acceleration aysmax  generated by the system shall 

be within the limits as defined in the following table: 

For vehicles of category M1, N1    

Speedrange 10-60 km/h >60-100 km/h >100-130 km/h >130 km/h 

Specified maximum lateral 

acceleration must be lower than 
3m/s² 3m/s² 3m/s² 3m/s² 

Specified maximum lateral 
acceleration must be higher than 

no req. 0,5 m/s² [1]m/s² 0,3 m/s² 

     

For vehicles of category M2, M3, N2, N3     

Speedrange 10-30 km/h >30- 60 km/h > 60 km/h  

Specified maximum lateral 

acceleration must be lower than 
2.5 m/s² 2.5 m/s² 2.5 m/s²  

Specified maximum lateral 
acceleration must be higher than 

no req. 0.3 m/s² 0.5 m/s²  

 

 The moving average over half a second of the lateral jerk generated by the system 

shall not exceed 5 m/s³. 

 

5.6.2.2. Operation of ACSF 

5.6.2.2.1. If the system is active an optical signal shall be provided to the driver.  

5.6.2.2.2. When the system is temporarily not available, for example due to inclement weather 

conditions, the system shall clearly inform the driver about the system status by an 

optical signal, except if the system is in the OFF mode, e.g. switched off.  

5.6.2.2.3. A system failure shall be signaled to the driver. The optical signal mentioned in 

paragraph 5.6.5.2.2. may be used for this purpose. However, when the system is 

manually deactivated by the driver, the indication of failure mode may be suppressed. 

5.6.2.2.4. When the system is active (i.e. ready to intervene or intervening), it shall provide a 

means of detecting that the driver is holding the steering control. 

 If, after a period of no longer than 15 seconds the driver is not holding the steering 

control, an optical warning shall be provided. 

If, after a period of no longer than 30 seconds the driver is not holding the steering 

control, an acoustical warning shall be provided in addition to the signal mentioned 

above. 

The warnings shall be active  until the driver is holding the steering control, or until the 

system is deactivated, either manually or automatically.  

 If the acoustic warning continues for more than 30 seconds the system shall be 

automatically deactivated. In this case the system shall clearly inform the driver about 

the system status by an emergency signal which is different from the warning signal, 

for at least five seconds or until the driver holds the steering control again.  

Homework UK: Verify the correct place of the warning requirements 



5.6.2.3. System information data  

 

5.6.2.3.1. Following data shall be provided together with the documentation package required in 

Annex 6 of this regulation to the Technical Service at the time of type approval  

5.6.2.3.1.1. The conditions under which the system can be activated and the boundaries for 

operation. The vehicle manufacturer shall provide values for  Vsmax , Vsmin and aysmax  

for every speed range as menitoned in the table of 5.6.2.1.3  

5.6.2.3.1.2. Information about how the system detects that the driver is holding the steering control.  

 

  



 

 

“Original” Document with the amendments made in the 8th session 

 

2.3.4.1. "Automatically commanded steering function (ACSF)" means the a function within a 

complex electronic control system where actuation of the steering system can result 

from automatic evaluation of signals initiated on-board the vehicle, possibly in 

conjunction with passive infrastructure features, to generate continuous control action 

in order to assist the driver. 

2.3.4.1.1. "ACSF Category A " means, a function that operates at a speed no greater than 10 km/h 

to assist the driver, on demand, in low speed lateral manoeuvring or lateral parking 

manoeuvring operations, by influencing the lateral movement of the vehicle. 

2.3.4.1.2. "ACSF Category B1" means a function [which is initiated/activated by the driver and] 

which continuously assists the driver in keeping the vehicle within the chosen lane, by 

influencing the lateral movement of the vehicle." 

5.6.2. Special Provisions for ACSF Category B1  

Any system of ACSF Category B1 shall fulfill the following requirements within the boundary 

conditions. 

5.6.2.1. General 

5.6.2.2.1. The activated system shall at any time ensure that the vehicle does not cross any a 

lane marking under any condition defined by the specified boundary conditions     in 

5.6.2.1.3. 

 

5.6.2.1.2. The vehicle shall be equipped with a means for the driver to activate and deactivate the 

system. The deactivation shall be possible at any time. 

5.6.2.1.3. The system shall be designed so that excessive intervention of steering control (e.g. an 

excessive steering torque) is suppressed to ensure the steering operability by the driver 

and to avoid unexpected vehicle behavior, during its operation. To ensure this, the 

following requirements shall be fulfilled: 

 The steering control effort necessary to override the directional control provided 

by the system shall not exceed 50 N. 

  



 The specified maximum lateral acceleration generated by the system shall be 

within the limits as defined in the following table: 

For vehicles of category M1, N1    

Speedrange 10-60 km/h >60-100 km/h >100-130 km/h >130 km/h 

Specified maximum lateral 

acceleration must be lower than 
3m/s² 3m/s² 3m/s² 3m/s² 

Specified maximum lateral 

acceleration must be higher than 
no req. 0,5 m/s² [1]m/s² 0,3 m/s² 

     

For vehicles of category M2, M3, N2, N3     

Speedrange 10-30 km/h >30- 60 km/h > 60 km/h  

Specified maximum lateral 
acceleration must be lower than 

2.5 m/s² 2.5 m/s² 2.5 m/s²  

Specified maximum lateral 

acceleration must be higher than 
no req. 0.3 m/s² 0.5 m/s²  

 

 The moving average over half a second of the lateral jerk generated by the system 

shall not exceed 5 m/s³. 

The end of the intervention shall be such that the system reduces its directional control 

to zero in a progressive manner, to ensure easy and safe handling of the vehicle, as 

defined in paragraph 5.1.1.  

The steering control effort necessary to override the directional control provided by the 

system shall not exceed the value specified in paragraph 6.2.4.2. for an intact steering 

equipment. 

5.6.2.1.4. For vehicle speed higher than 60km/h, the system shall be able to generate lateral 

acceleration of at least 0.5m/s². 

 

5.6.2.2. Operation of ACSF 

5.6.2.2.1. If the system is active an optical signal shall be provided to the driver.  

5.6.2.2.2. When the system is temporarily not available, for example due to inclement weather 

conditions, the system shall clearly inform the driver about the system status by an 

optical signal, except if the system is in the OFF mode, e.g. switched off.  

5.6.2.2.3. A system failure shall be signaled to the driver. The optical signal mentioned in 

paragraph 5.6.5.2.2. may be used for this purpose. However, when the system is 

manually deactivated by the driver, the indication of failure mode may be suppressed. 

5.6.2.2.4. When the system is active (i.e. ready to intervene or intervening), it shall provide a 

means of detecting that the driver is holding the steering control. 

 If, after a period of no longer than 15 seconds the driver is not holding the steering 

control, an optical warning shall be provided. 

  

If, after a period of no longer than 30 seconds the driver is not holding the steering 

control, an acoustical warning shall be provided in addition to the signal mentioned 

above. 

The warnings shall be active  until the driver is holding the steering control, or until the 

system is deactivated, either manually or automatically.  

 If the acoustic warning continues for more than 30 seconds the system shall be 

automatically deactivated. In this case the system shall clearly inform the driver about 

the system status by an emergency signal which is different from the warning signal, 

for at least five seconds or until the driver holds the steering control again.  

Homework UK: Verify the correct place of the warning requirements 



 

 

5.6.2.3. System information data  

5.6.2.3.1. Following data shall be provided together with the documentation package required in 

Annex 6 of this regulation to the Technical Service at the time of type approval  

5.6.2.3.1.1. The conditions under which the system can be activated and the boundaries for 

operation. The vehicle manufacturer shall provide values for  Vsmax , Vsmin and aysmax  

for every speed range as menitoned in the table of 5.6.2.1.3  

 

Homework Secretary:  Insert a definition for Vsmax , Vsmin and aysmax      

        

5.6.2.3.1.2. Information about how the system detects that the driver is holding the steering control.  

5.6.2.3.1.3. Documentation/information about the system software and version. 

5.6.2.3.1.3. Information about how the correct operational status of the system failure warning 

signal status and the confirmation of the valid software version can be checked via the 

use of an electronic communication interface or other fitted on-board system (e.g. 

display).] 

 


